Existence and construction of lters. We can construct nitely supported lters of any support length greater that p. Longer support lengths allow more degrees of freedom. Let M be a positive integer and consider the problem of nding lters of length pM, i.e., p trigonometric polynomials m 0 ; : : :; m p?1 of degree pM for which the above matrix of values of m j is unitary. By a construction similar to Pollen's in P], this is equivalent to nding an element of the group SU(p; C z; 1=z]) which is the product of M inverse factors.
Given any pair P; Q of (perfect reconstruction) quadrature mirror lters, we can build a family of p = 2 q lters by taking all distinguishable compositions of P and Q of length q. Alternatively, we can take all distinguishable products of q lters. This method serves to build lters for q-dimensional signals. Given a signal s = s(x) = s(x 1 ; : : :; x q ), and J = j q : : :j 1 radix 2, we can de ne 2 q lters F J by taking a one-dimensional lter for each dimension: F J s(x) = P k1;:::;kq f j1 (k 1 + px 1 ) : : :f jq (k q + px q ) s(k 1 ; : : :; k q ). Such lters are useful for image processing and matrix multiplication.
Gopinath and Burrus GB] have given a construction of \multiplicity p" wavelets similar to the one in this paper. Their scheme for generating lter families is based on \cosine modulation," and they provided examples of lter families with H older regularity. In practice it is desirable to have smooth basis elements, since a certain degree of smoothness (one derivative in L 2 ) is needed to have nite variance in frequency. We can de ne a smoothness property for lter sequences: The library of graphs through a tree grows rapidly with the number of levels in the tree. Let jU L j be the number of bases in a p-adic tree of L levels. Then jU L j satis es the recurrence jU L+1 j = 1 + jU L j p , which is easily estimated as greater than 2 p L?1 = 2 N=p . We list the rst 7 values jU 0 j; : : :; jU 6 j for p = 3: 1, 2, 9, 730, 389017001, 58871587162270593034051002, 204040901322752673844230437877671861543858084850895762746141813554591014612009 By contrast, one may also list the number of operations required to nd the best basis representation and information of a vector of length N = 3 L in a tree of L = 0; : : :; 6 levels. We shall suppose that evaluating M requires 3 operations per coe cient, so that the operation count is at most 3 2 (3 L+1 ? 1). f 3,12,39,120,363,1092,3279g This is a good example of combinatorial explosion tamed by an e cient search algorithm.
The entropy criterion and estimates. Let H is an additive measures of information. H is not, but the above relation guarantees that whenever kxk = kyk, we have H(x) < H(y) () H(x) < H(y).
Suppose that u is a best basis for x with respect to H. It is clear that this will also be the element for which the more classical H(x u ) is minimal, and also that for which exp H(x u ) is minimal. For de niteness, consider the example of a homogeneous p-adic tree generated by periodizing a family of p lters. Suppose we start with a vector x of N = p L components and develop the tree of its representations W as far as we can, namely L levels. We can label the nodes W m n as before. We observe that
This correspondence also induces a partial order on nonhomogeneous graphs. We say that u is greater than or equal to v if the cover associated to u is a re nement of the cover associated to v. This partial order has both a minimal Our goal is to nd an e cient algorithm for reducing the information cost of vectors in a class. The library U, which depends on the class, should be very large but easy to search. It takes a na ve algorithm O(jUj) operations to nd the least-information representation of a xed vector x. This procedure is ine cient because it requires a global re evaluation of the information cost for each basis in the library.
We can evidently reduce the informationM(x y) by reducing M(x) and M(y) individually. Such a procedure is local in the following sense. Suppose that 2 orthonormal bases u and v in a library U partially coincide, and we write x u = x u\v x u 0 and
The decomposition and individual reduction of M may then be reapplied to the pieces x u 0 and x v 0.
Let W be a tree of subspaces of l 2 . If W 2 W is a node, then the associated coordinate map is F W , and the associated orthogonal projection can be denoted by F W F W . Every node W may be regarded as the Cartesian product of its daughters, or more generally of the elements of any graph of its descendants. Let U be the library of bases corresponding to graphs in W. Then each element of U has a unique factorization into a Cartesian product of the standard bases of the subspaces in the associated graph. Namely, if x is a sequence and if u is a basis corresponding to some graph G W, then x u = Q W2G F W x. Consequently, M(x u ) = P W2G M(F W x). To nd the best basis, we must choose a graph of those subspaces W which contribute the least information. But this large choice may be factored into a sequence of small subchoices. These periodic wavelet packets are more useful in practice than the aperiodic wavelet packets we rst considered, because the number of coe cients produced by the periodic wavelet packet transform is no more than the original number of signal samples. Of course, this advantage is balanced by the requirement that we treat the original signal as periodic. Notice that the periodized wavelet packets at sequencies 2n ? 1 and 2n di er only by a shift. This shift, which is always close to 1=4 period, bears a simple relationship to the binary expansion of n, but its main signi cance is that there are really only N=2 distinct frequencies in a collection of N periodized wavelet packets. This is a re ection of Nyquist's theorem, which states that if we sample a periodic function N times within a period, then we can only distinguish frequencies up to N=2.
As before, we are not limited to the basis de ned by the index set I. Products of fewer than L lters form orthogonal projections onto a tree of subspaces of The reduction modulo d is intentionally emphasized. These operators satisfy conditions similar to those of aperiodic lters:
Lemma 7.
(1)F iF j = 0, Proof. The proof is nearly identical with the one in the aperiodic case. Write n j for the jth digit of n in radix p, numbering from the least signi cant. Set n m = 0 if n has fewer than m digits. Then the recurrence relation implies that n j = (n 0 j+1 ; n 0 j ), where (x; y) = y; if x is even, p ? 1 ? y; if x is odd.: For each value of the rst variable, is a permutation of the set f0; : : :; p ? 1g in the second variable. Thus the map n 0 7 ! n and its inverse n 7 ! n 0 are permutations of the integers. It is not hard to see that these are permutations of order 2 if p happens to be odd. Otherwise they have in nite order, as may be seen by considering an increasing sequence of integers n 0 all of which have only odd digits in radix p. Proof. Simply reorder the functions w m n by using the alternative recurrence relation:
if n is even, P k f p?1?j (k)w m n (pt ? k); if n is odd.
Since we are enforcing n = n 0 at each level m, we are composing with the permutation de ned above. Of course, this algorithm has complexity identical to the original. 
We can also take advantage of di erentiability of x if we construct w Ordering the basis elements. The parameters n; m; k; L in w L n;m;k have a natural interpretation as frequency, scale, position, and resolution, respectively. However, n is not monotonic with frequency, because our construction yields wavelet packets in the so-called Paley (natural, or p-adic) ordering. The following results show how to permute n 7 ! n 0 into a frequency-based ordering.
Theorem 5. We can choose rapidly decreasing lters F 0 ; : : :; F p ? 1 such that w L n;m;k is concentrated near the interval I L?m k , andŵ L n;m;k is concentrated near the interval I m n 0 , where n 7 ! n 0 is a permutation of the integers.
Proof. For the rst part, we note that for any family of rapidly decreasing lters, w Analytic properties of graphs: continuous wavelet packets. Each lter F j (and its adjoint F j ) maps the class of rapidly decreasing sequences to itself. Likewise, the projections F m n F m n preserve that class. In practice, we shall consider only nite sequences in l 2 . For actual computations the lters must be nitely supported as well. Convolution with such lters preserves the property of nite support. Let the support width of the lters be r, and let z m be the maximum width of any vector of the form F j1 : : :F jm (e k ). Then z 0 = 1 and z m+1 = pz m + r ? p. By induction, we see that z m = p m + (p m ? 1)(r ? p).
In CMW] we observed that the basis elements F m n e k form wave packets over R. Because they are superpositions of Daubechies' compactly-supported wavelets, we will call these basis elements wavelet packets. A slightly generalized paraphrase of the construction follows. Many of the basic facts we use were Proof. Every graph is a nite set, of cardinality no more than p m for the m in the de nition. Fix a graph, and suppose that W m1 n1 and W m2 n2 are subspaces corresponding to two nodes. Without loss, suppose that m 1 m 2 . Then W m2 n2 is contained in a subspace W m1 n for some n 6 = n 1 . Since the subspaces at a given level are orthogonal, we conclude that W m2 n2 ? W m1 n1 . To show that the decomposition is complete, observe that a node contains the sum of its immediate descendent nodes, or children. By induction, it contains the sum of all of the nodes in its subtree. Hence a graph contains the sum of all the subspaces at some level m. But this sum is all of l This correspondence induces a partial order on graphs. We will say that graph u is greater than or equal to graph v if the cover associated to u is a re nement of the cover associated to v. This partial order has a minimal element fW described experiments with an algorithm for choosing m so as to reduce the bit rate of digitized acoustic signal transmission. This produced good signal quality at rather low bit rates. The tree contains other orthogonal bases of W 0 0 . In fact, it forms a library of bases which may be adapted to classes of functions. The tree structure allows the library to be searched e ciently for the extremum of certain cost functionals.
To every node in W we associate the subtree of all its descendants. Dene a graph to be any nite subset of the nodes of W with the property that There is a fast numerical functional calculus based on the compactly-supported orthonormal wavelet transform. It is implemented by de ning orthogonal projections P j : f V j and Q j : f W j ; these are approximated either by sampling P j f(k) = R f(x) (2 j x ? k) dx 2 ?j f(2 ?j k) or by using some higher-order numerical quadrature formula. Thereafter, all computations within the MRA are performed by iterating the low complexity maps H and G on just those coecients (from fP j f(k) : k 2 Zg) which are larger than some threshold depending upon the numerical precision of the calculation.
Coifman, Meyer and Wickerhauser CMW] have described a large \library" of orthonormal bases generalizing the wavelet basis. These bases consist of \wavelet packets" which are superpositions of wavelets and are described e ciently by short sequences of H and G. Wavelet packets come with independent frequency, position and duration parameters and can be used to build individually-adapted orthonormal bases for oscillatory functions and operator kernels.
By using extra lters, it is possible to introduce fast wavelet packet transformations which decimate by arbitrary numbers. Such transformations generalize algorithms which decimate by 2. The method produces new libraries of orthonormal basis vectors. We will describe the best basis algorithm for selecting a most e cient representation from this library. The extra generality of p lters is not expensive and in fact may clarify certain points. We will prove that the best-basis algorithm has complexity O(N log p N) for a sequence of length N. We will also discuss some of the analytic properties and applications of such representations.
Aperiodic lters and bases in l These convolution operators will be called lters by analogy with quadrature mirror lters in the case p = 2. They have the following properties:
